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ABSTRACT

A high-speed plankton sampler is described, and performance tests are discussed in
this paper. The sampler was designed to supplement, and, in certain cases, to supersede
standard plankton nets. The sampler is so constructed that it can be fastened to the towing
cable at any point, hence samplers can be used in series to sample different depth levels
simultaneously. The samplers are towed at normal ship's speed between hydrographic
stations; each sampler obtains a horizontal st,rip sample of the plankton at the level at which
it is hauled. The usual length of haul has been 10 miles. The depth sampled and the amount
of water filtered by a sampler during a haul are recorded on a strip of 35-millimeter acetate
film. Tests were made to determine the comparative effectiveness of high-speed samplers
and standard I-meter plankton' nets in delimitiIig .the distribution and abundance of fish
eggs and larval'. Both types of gear seem to be equally effective in delimiting the hori
zontal distribution of eggs and larvae. Standard nets are more versatile in depth sampling,
as they can be operated to any desired depth; high-speed samplers have been operated
only between about 60 meters deep and the surface, when hauled at normal ship's speed.
The most marked advantage of high-speed samplers over conventional gear is that samples
obtained with the former are far more representative of the mean density of plankton
organisms.
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HIGH-SPEED PLANKTON SAMPLER

By E. H. AHLSTROM. U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. JOHN D. ISAACS,' Scripps Institution of Oceanography. JAMES
R. THRAILKILL. U. S. Fish and Wildlife Sentice. and LEWIS W. KlDD.' Scripps Institution of Oceanography

Because of t.he diversity in size, motilit.y, and
dist,ribution of plankton, there is no one type of
plankt.on sampler yet devised that can obtain
a fully representative sample of all organisms in
the wat,er. Every type of plankton collector is
selective in one way or another. Samples obtained
with plankton-collecting gear may be elassified,
on the basis of distance covered in obtaining the
samples, into two principal categories: spot
samples and strip samples. Each has its limita
tions and its advantages. The convent,ional
I-meter plankton net used in a standard oblique
tow is hauled only a short distance, seldom more
than }~ mile; hence it is regarded as a spot, sampler.

The Isaacs high-speed sampler, to be described
in this paper, was designed to supplement the
information obtained with convent,ional I-meter
nets. At the time of its development, the Cali
fornia Cooperat.ive Oceanic ~'isheries Investiga
tions (then the California Cooperative Sardine
Research Program) was just getting under way.
The plan of operation under the program was to
cover a widespread grid of hydrographic stations
approximately 40 miles apart. It was desired to
construct a collecting device that could obtain
information on plankton distribution by taking
a strip sample while the ship was running full
speed ahead between ~.tations.

HISTORICAL REVIEW

A pioneer in. the development of high-speed
plankton sampling gear is A. C. Hardy. He has
devised two instruments, one known as the Hardy
Plankton Recorder, the other as the Hardy Plank
ton Indicator. The lat.ter is a simple, non-quanti
tative instrument designed for on-the-spot, assays
of plankton samples. It has been widely used by
fishermen in the North Sea herring fishery and by
scientists (Hardy 1936a;Barnes 1951).

The Hardy Plankton Recorder (Hardy 1936b,
1939) has proved to be a successful high-speed

plankton sampler. It was first. used during the
Discovery Expedition to the Antarctic in 1925-37.
It was designed to take a continuous sample over
distances as great as several hundred miles. It
has been operat,ed from both research and com
men'ial vessels. Only one recorder is towed at a
time, ordinarily at a depth of aboul, 10 meters and
a vessel speed of 8 to 16 knots. The forward end
of this collect,or is provided with a snuill opening,
about 1}~ inches square, which may be reduced to
~ inch square or even less. The water, aft·er
entering the instrument, flows through a wide
tunnel across which is stret.rlled a band of silk 01'

nylon gauze. The gauze band is slowly wound
across the water tunnel int,o a chantber where it.
is stored in a bath of fOl:ma.lin. The spooling
mechanism is geared to an ext,el'l1al propeller that
is actuated by the passing water, hence tlw
spooling is in direc.t relation to the distance
traveled. The recorder gives a continuous line of
ecological observations across an area being in
vestigated; furthermore, since the st,raining band
is graduated into numbered divisions, it is possihle
to identify any portion of the sample as to ap
proximate location of collection. This unique
feature of the Hardy Plankton Recorder makes it
particularly useful for cert.ain kinds of ecological
st,udies. Hardy Recol'ders are being used b~T us in
a study of the relation between the distribution of
plankton organisms and adult sardines. The
most serious disadvantages of the instrument are
(1) its laek of versatility in operation, since it is
designed for towing at a single depth near the
surfaee, and (2) the difficulty of identifying the
organisms caught" since they are crushed when
rolled up in the filt.ering bancl.

I Contribution lrom th~ S~ipps Instltntion 01 Occanogrnph~', New Series,
No. 982. This work represents in part work C3rrl~d out lor the Marine Re'
sear~h Committee 01 the State 01 Calilornia and in part work ~al'ri~d out by
the Office 01 Na"al Research and the Bw'eau or Ships under contract with the
Uuiverslty 01 California.
NOTE.-Approv~d lor publlcatlon April 23, 1957. Flshe,'y Bulletin 132.
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A simple type of high-speed collector was em
ployed by personnel of the South Pacific Fishery
Investigations of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Serv
ice from t,he purse seiner Pearl Harbor, during
April to June, 1946 (Smith and "Ahlstrom, 1948).
The idea for the collector was suggested by the
work of Hudy. The cruises were made off
central California,primarily to explore for sardines
with echo-ranging"equipment. The collector con
sisted of three parts: a brass towing head, a
cylindrical net, and a plankton bucket (ibid.,
fig. 11). The towing head, shaped somewhat like
an inverted funnel, was 1 inch in diameter at the
mouth, expanding to 2 inches before the point of
attachment of the net; the cylindrical net was 2
inches in diameter by 10 inches long, and was
constructed of No. 56xxx grit gauze; the plankton
bucket was the more or less standard type used for
limnological work.

Most samples were obtained by towing the net
at 9 knots, for a period of 20 minutes. Not only
did the collector tow well at this 'speed, but plank
ton 'organisms were taken in fair numbers and were
in- excellent condition. In all, 54 samples were

. obt.ained. 'the analyses of the samples, including
the percentage composition (by volume) of t.he
major constituents and the distribution of fish
eggs and larvae, are discussed by Smith !tond
Ahlstrom (1948).

The results from this initial high-speed collector
were so encouraging that an experimental model

. of a high-speed volumetric plankton sampler was
built (Ahlstrom and Smith, MS.). The collector
consisted of four detachable parts: a weighted
f~rward section, a metering device, a cylindrical
net, and a metal plankton bucket. The forward
section, constructed of bronze, was cylindrical ex
cept for a slight taper at the forward nose: the
mout.h opening was 1 inch in diameter with the
inner bore widening gradually to 2 inches; this
section provided weight (151bs.) and was equipped
with diving vanes and·multiple attachment. points.
The metering section, a.bout 1 foot long, contained
an impeller and worm gear in the main tube, with
the gear train of the current meter underneath.
It was provided with three tail fins, with the
streamlined meter box acting as a fourth. All
parts were made of bronze. The cylindrical net
was fastened to the "metering" section of the
sampler. Nets of several lengths (10 to 24 inches)
and of several mesh sizes (No. 24xxx, 40xxx and

56xxx silk grit gauze) were tried and all worked
effectively. The plankton bucket was of the type
used with the Clarke-Bumpus net (1950). The
device was used to collect more than 150 samples
during two cruises off Baja California in 1948
(Ahlstrom and McHugh, MS.).

The Ahlstrom-Smith sampler had a number of
good qualities. It was easy to operate, since it
could be launched or retrieved with the same ease
as a bathythermograph, and was towed on the
bathythermograph cable. It had good t.owing
qualities, keeping a steady course \vithout yawing.
The plankton was recovered in excellent condition.
The metering .device could be accurately cali
brated, and gave consistent rea4ings whep in use
at' sea. The mouth opening preceded the cable.
This is not difficult to arrange if the sampler is
attached to the end of the cable. The disad
vantages of the sampler were as follows: (1) at
normal vessel cruising speed it could be towed only
at shallow depths, perhaps not greater than 10
meters, (2) no record was" obtained of the actual
depth traversed by the sampler, and (3) it was
not pos~ible to use several samplers on the same
cable at one time. This type of high-speed samp
ler is excellent for reconnaissance work.

To overcome these disadvantages, while retain
ing desirable features, Isaacs and associates de
veloped the high-speed collectors described in this
paper. The qualities that the investigators sought
to incorporate in the high-speed sampler described
in this paper are the following:

Good towing characteristics: The sampler has
been so designed that bridles are not necessary,
and the mouth opening precedes the towing wire.
thus eliminating watcr disturbanct} in front of the
sampler; the sampler keeps a steady horizontal
position without yawing while being towed at 8
to 10 knot.s.

Simplc method of attachment: A method of
fastening to the towing cable has been devised
that permits attachment at any' desired position
on the cable, and also permit.s the use of any de
sired number of samplers at one time (in order t,o
sample several depth layers simultaneously).

Suitable depressing force: A suitable depressing
force is needed to get samplers down to desired
depths; an excellent depressor has been designed.
that has proven useful with many types of oceano
graphic gear.

Quantitative measurement of water strained: A
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measure of amount of water strained by each
sampler ha.~ been accomplished b~ incor~ora~ing

an impeller, gear train and recordmg devIce mto
the design of the sampler.

Record of depth sampled: A record of the depth
traversed by a sampler has been made possible by
incorporat.i~g a pressure-sensitive bellows with
attached stylus. A permanent record of depth
against flow is obtained on acetate film. .

Plankton material should be recoverable m good
condition: The high-speed sampler meets this
requirement.

Rugged construction: High-speed gear m.ust be
ruggedly constructed to withstand the contmu~us

vibration of the towing cable when hauled at hIgh
speed. A well designed' sampler should operate
for 100 hours or more before adjustments are
needed. Ruggedness was a major consideration
in the design of the Isaacs high-speed sampler.

Low cost: It is highly desirable that high-speed
samplers be inexpensive, both in initial cost ~lld

maintenance. Our sampler is a fairly expensIve
instrument. However, the cost of the sampler
could be considerably reduced if made in larger
quantities. Also it is not necessary that every
instrument be equipped with a depth-How meter.

One desirable feature of the Hardy Plankton
Recorder that we have not been able to incorporate
into our high-speed sampler is a continuous record
of plankton. Our sampler obtains an integrated
sample over the distance hauled rather than a
continuous line of observations.

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH-SPEED SAMPLER

The high-speed sampler is a streamlined metal
tube containing a plankton filter and depth-flow
meter (fig. 1). When a.ssemble4 for operation,
the sampler has an over-all length of 130 centi
meters a basic diameter of 7.6 em. and a weight, .
of 17.3 pounds (7.7 kg.). It is attached to a towmg
cable by means of a spherical brass clamp and
socket.

The sampler is composed of three parts: an
outer casing, a plankton filter, and a depth-flow
meter.

The outer casing tapers from its basic diameter
of 7.6 em. to a mouth opening of approximately
2.5 em. The anterior half of the easing is divided
longitudinally to accommodate attachment to the
towing cable some distance behind the mo~~h. of
the sampler. Three radially arranged stabllIzmg
fins are attached to the rear section of the casing.
A protective bumper at the back edge of the
divided section protects both the towing cable and
the tube. An experimental sampler which was
not provided with the bumper almost severed ~he

cable during a trial run, whereas samplers WIth
the bumper have not injured the cable after many
tows.

The plankton filter consists of two sections, the
body or straining section, and a cod-end cup. The
det~chable straining section is made of Monel
metal mesh having about 23 mesh openings to the
centimeter (each opening 0.24 mm. across and
0.33 mm. on the diagonal). The straining section

LOC....G RIIIG
PROTECTIVE BUMPER

?] G£~"lI'~[1IlIIPELLER

", \

.1 .... I

A[CORDINl> UNIl

KAlIl SET

"".; 7"_lT-:~-+____"'-._ n-=~ _ _
S,,"fCUII[N IR6P PAES-SURE UNII D~~~~~: IIIIJI[LL[A

FIGURE I.-Exploded schematic drawing of high-speed plankton sampler.
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has an over-all length of approximately 36 cm.;
it is supported by a brass ring at either end, and
bv three strengthening ribs. The cylindrical
b~ass cod-end cup (specimen trap) is 10.5 cm. long
by 5.2 cm. in diameter; two windows, approxi
n~ately 5.0 em. square, are cut out of the sides of
the cup, and fitted with fine Monel met,al screens
(39 mesh openings to the centimeter). The cod
end cup is attached to the bellows case.

The plankton filter retains the plankton organ
isms in the water column entering the sampler.
In present models, water is filtered at a rate of
%to X cubic meter per minute at 8 to 10 knots·
towing speed. The actual filtering rate is depend
ent, to some degree, on the extent of dogging of
the filter by plankton organisms.

The depth-flow meter consists of three sections:
a pressure unit with attached stylus, a ~1eteri~g

unit (impeller and gear set), and a recordmg umt.
The pressure unit makes use of bellows or~ginally

designed for the bathythermograph, whICh a1:e
available in different depth ranges. One type IS
effective to depths of 180 feet (approximately 55
meters), another to 450 feet (137 m.), and a third
t,o depths of 900 feet (274 m.). The latter has
not been used as yet with the present high-speed
samplers. The bellows is housed in a brass tube.
An L-shaped brass stylus is attached·' to the back
end of the bellows.

The metering unit consists of an impeller and
gear set enclosed in a brass housing. Th.e in~

peller has a coaxially attached shaft which IS
supported at the ends in low friction bearing~.

Incorporated in the forward end of the shaft 1S
a worm gear, which meshes with a gear in the
gear set. The gear set is contained in a brass
cvlinder immediately forward of the impeller.

.' The recording unit is housed between the
pressure unit and the gear set. It consists of a
sprocket geared to the metering unit which ad
vances a roll of 35-mm. clear acetate film. The
stylus atached to the bellows produces a scra~ch

on the 35-mm. film, recording depth of operation
against quantity of water filtered. The film
supply is sufficient for a one-hour tow at 10 knots
when using one gear ratio, six hours when using
another. After calibration, towing depths and
quantity of water strained may be readily esti
mated by simple analysis of the record (calibra
tion procedures are discussed in appendix II.).

TESTS

In May 1950, five high-speed samplers were
tested during a regular cruise of the California
Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries Investigations
(cruise 5005, formerly numbered cruise 14). The
tests took place in an area between Point Con
ception, Calif., and Point Descanso, Baja Cali
fornia. Standard I-meter net hauls were made
at 46 stations (Ahlstrom. 1952). The high-speed
samplers were towed between stations, most of
which were spaced at 40-mile intervals.

Net hauls on st,ation were taken with a standard
plankton net, of 1.0 meter in diameter at the mouth
by approximately 5 meters in length, construct~d

of No. 30xxx grit gauze, a sturdy grade of SWISS
bolting silk. The hauls were made obliquel.y from
approximately 70 meters deep to the surface; a
distance of approximately ~ mile was covered
while making each tow.

Two series of high-speed hauls, each utilizing
four samplers, were made when traveling between
mo~t stations. Locations of high-speed sampler
hauls are shown in figure 2. The first series was
begun immediately upon leaving a station. A
depressor and three of the four samplers were
attached and lowered at approximately half
speed; after att,achment of the fourth san~~ler

the ship's speed was increased to normal crmsmg
speed (approximately 10 knots), and an addi
tional 150 to 180 meters of cable was payed out.
The samplers were then towed for one hour, and
retrieved.

SPACING OF SAMPLERS ON TOWING WIRE

The amount of towing clJ,ble that, must be
payed out to establish a sampler at a desired
depth depends upon several factors, a~ong which
the following are probably the more Important:
amount and kind of depressing force; type and
weight of the towing cable; speed of hauling;,
height of the boom above the water; number of
samplers being hauled simultaneously.

It was possible to maintain three factors con
stant throughout the test operations. A X-inch
rope-laid stainless steel towing cable was used for
each test; the boom was maintained at a constant
height (~pproximately 20 ft.) above the water;
and four samplers in a series were used per tow.
Only the remaining two factors could not be kept
constant: (1) vessel speed of 10 knots was usually
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FIGURE 2.-Location of plankton hauls on cruise 5005.

TABLE I.-Depths fished by a single high-speed sampler
lowed at a constant speed (10 knots) with selected lengths
of towing cable

maintained, but the speed varied somewhat with
changing selt condit.ions and could not be con
sidered constant; (2) owing to the loss of a de
pressor midway t,hrough the cruise, it was neces
sary to substitute lt depressor with somewhat
different depressing charact,eristics.

To .determine t.he length of towing cable re
quired to place a sampler at given depths, a single
sampler was towed at normal cruising speed (10
knots) on the following lengths of towing cable: ]5,
30, 50, 80, 130, 200, 300, and 450 meters. The
sampler was placed approximately 6 meters above
depressor. The dat,a are summarized in tnble 1,
and graphically presented in figure 3.

Length of towing cable (meters)

15_ . __ . .. . . __ .,. __ . _
30. . . .
.'iO • • • • • _
80 . .
130 • . ._
200. • __ • . . _. __ ._
300 . _
450.•' •_. .. _.._. . _

Depth
fished by
snmpllJr

A-leterB
6

11
16
19
25
33
39
48

"'Firu nngll)
at vessel

from
"e,'tical

DegreeB

65
i2
iG
i8
1lO
81
82

The use of several samplers instead of one
changed the curve slightly; the exaet sparing of
samplers on the cable to obtain desired towing
depths of 10, 20, 30, and 40 meters below the
surface was determined by t.rial and error. As
shown in table 2 and figure 4, the spaeing t,hnt
placed the four samplers at desired depths of 10,
20, 30, and 40 meters was as follows: 10 m. of
cable between the depressor and the first sampler,
15 m. between the first and second samplers, 45 m.
between the second and thil'd, 80 m. bet.ween t,ht>
t.hird and fourt.h, and 150 m. bet.ween t.he fourt.h
sampler and the ship. These t,rials were made
with the first depressor at, regulal' vessel speed of
10 knot,s.

To sample the same depths, when using the
second depressor, it, was necessltry t.o chnnge the
spacing, u.s shown in table 3, to t,he following:
5 meters between the depressor and fil'st. sampler,
20 m. between t.he first, and second samplers, 45 m.
bet,ween the second and third samplers,. 80 m.
between t.he third and fourth samplers, and 180 m.
between the fourth sampler and the ship. A
fairly constant angle of 82° (from the vel,tica.!)
was obtained with both depI'essors when the
samplers were fishing at the desired dept,hs a,ncL
the ship was t,raveling at 10 knots (fig. 5).

447769 0 - 58 - Z
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FIGURE 3.-Depths fished by a high-speed sampler with selected lengths of t,?wing cable.
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FIGURE 4.-Depths fished by four samplers at different spacings along towing cable.
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FIGURE 5.-Spacings required to place four samplers at depths of 10, 20, 30, and 40 meters when two different
depressors were used.

TABLE 2.-Depths fished by four samplers at different S7Jacings along towing cable

Sampler number
Spacing
between
samplers

Trial A

Length
ottowing

cable

Depth
Dshed

Spacing
between
samplers

Trial B

Length ot
towing
cable

Depth
Dshed

Spacing
between
samplers

Trlale

Length
or towing

cable

Depth
fished

Me/era Mem. Me/n. Me/era Meier. Me/er. Meier. Me/er. A-fe/era____________ 300 _•• • 300 __ ._________ 300 __ • _
3 • • __ • 6 __ • .• • __ .• 10 • • _

L---------------- •• ---- c------.--.---------- • 297 45 294 43 290 4022 • .___ 19 __ ._ .. 15 __ • _
2 • • • • . _ 275 30 275 30 • 275 30

60 55 45 • • __
3 • __ • .. __ .___ 215 17 220 18 230 20

75 73 80 _
4__ • • ._ 140 9 147 9 150 10

140 ._______ 147 150 •
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50L.-------------------I

-----1------------------

FIGURE 6.-Depths fished by three samplers towed on 150
meters of wire at ship's speed of 5 knots.

The wet plankton volumes were determined for
the individual catches obtained in high-speed
samplers and standardized to the amount in 1,000
cubic- meters of water st.rained. For c~mpara

bility wit.h standard net tows, the four plankton
volumes of a series were averaged, and standard
ized to .the amount in 1,000 cubic meters of water
strained. The volumes of plankton in different
parts of the area surveyed on cruise 5005, as
determined by the two methods of collection, are
shown iil figure 7. Both methods revealed a
similar outline of plankton distribution within
the area. The largest individual volumes were
taken by the standard I-meter net; but a some
what higher concentration of plankton throughout
the entire area is shown in the catches of high
speed samplers. It should be noted that the two
types of sample.rs are not entirely comparable for
these reasons: (1) the standard net sa.mpled a
stratum from approximately 70 meters deep to the
surface, while the high-speed samplers fished at
four selected depths between 40 meters and the
surface; (2) the mesh of the high-speed samplers
was finer and hence retained a larger proportion
of the smaller plankton material than the standard
net.

The four levels sampled by high-speed samplers
were found to differ in plankton density between
day and night, as is shown in table 4. A similar
volume of plankton was taken at all four levels
during the night, but rather sharp stratification
of plankton was noted during the daylight hauls,
the density of plankton increasing with depth.
Night hauls at 10 meters obtained a plankton
volume three times greater than daylight hauls;
at 20 meters twice as much plankton was taken;
at 30 meters IJ' times; and at 40 meters 1~ times
as much was collected. At no level was as large a
volume taken during daylight as at n:ght. For
all levels combined, the ratio of night to day was
1.75. The differenc·e between night and day

Second depressor

Spacing Len~th Depth
between of towioll fished
samplers cable

Speed = 5 Kn•

X Samplers

First depressor

Spacing Length Depth
between of to"'ini!' fished
samplers cable

o

sampler
number

The three deeper samplers, as pointed out
previously, were lowered and retrieved at half
speed (5 knots). From an average of ten trials,
using the first depressor, the following results were
obtained: the total wire out was 150 m., the first
sampler spaced 10 m. from the depressor, fi8hed
at 43 m.; the second sampler, 15 m. from the first..
fishcd at 33 m.; and the third sampler, 45 m. from
the second, fished at 13 m. (fig. 6). This shows
the greater depth that can be attained at reduced
vessel speed.

DISTANCE ALONG CABLE (In.)

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

TABLE 3. - Spacing required to place four samplers at depths
of 10, eo, 30, and 40 meters when two different depressors
were 1lsed at cruising speed of 10 knots

Me~r. Me~. lUe~. J,fe~r. Alder. Me~r.3lllI .___ 33lI _
10 5 • _

'- • • 2lIO 40 325 40
15 20 _

2__ .________ 275 30 ._________ 3lI5 30
45 .____ 45 _. _

3___________ 230 20 • 260 20
llO .____ llO _. • __

4 .• 150 10 IllO 10
150 • .__ IllO _

~ 30
a.....
CI 40

-!. 10
CI....
i:i 20
II.

PLANKTON VOLUMES

Wet plankton volumcs were determined for all
samples obtaincd on cruise 5005. The plankton
material obtained in I-meter net hauls was
standardized to the quantity in 1,000 cubic
metcrs of water strained. This standard has
been used in reporting all plankton volumes ob
taincd on CCOFI cruises (Staff, South Pacific
li'ishery Investigations, 1952-56, Thrailkill, 1956).

TABLE 4.-Comparison of plankton 1J0lumes taken at four
selected depths by high-speed samplers (IJIJerage plankton
1J01ume, in cc. per 1,000 m.3)

Depth of sampler AU Day Night Night/day
(meters) hauls hauls hauls ratio

10. _____________________________ 6Ii3 356 1,086 320. _____________________________
735 514 1,057 230. _____________________________ 837 lIll5 1,044 1.540______________________________ 1,016 913 1,166 1.3

------.... vcragc________________ . 810 619 1,088 1.75
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PLANKTON VOLUMES
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. . \
FIGURE 7.-DistribuUon of plankton volumes based on hauls made" with high-speed samplers and wit.h I-meter net.
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TABLE 5.-Depth distribution of sardine eggs as determined
from high-speed sampler hauls

more effcct.ivc t,han with cOllvent..ional gear when
used to est.imat,e the a,vemge densit.y of eggs
along cruise tl'l'wks.

Inasmuch as t.he high-speed samplel"S fished fOlil'
different levels, t.he samples can be used t.o de
termine t,he level of occurrence of t.he largest.
concentrations of sm'dine eggs. The number of
eggs (st.andard haul t.otnls) tll-ken at. t.he different
depth levels in 20 high-speed tows is shown' in
table 5.

hauls in t.he levels sampled (0-40 m.) may be due
t.o a downwn,rd migrat.ion of plankt.ers out. of t.he
level by day, nnd an upwa.rd migrat.ion by night..
Information of t.his t.ype is not. ordinarily obt.ained
from rout.ine hauls made wit.h convent.ional net.s.

~1an:v plankt.on organisms t.end t.o occur in
swnrms 01' patches. High-speed samplers obt.ain
an average densit.y relevant. t.o great.er dist.n,nces
(10 mi.) t.han is' possible wit.h conventional gear
which samples a limited area only.

Because of the great.er distance covered wit.h
high-speed samplers, it is possible t.o define average
plankt.on abundance more precisely t.han has been
possible in the past wit.h convent.ional gea,r on
similar cruise t.racks.

Depth oC sampler (meters)
NumheroC

Number oC sardIne eggs Percent
o()('ur,-ences (standard of total

haul totals)

I When both high-speed sampler series taken adj,ll'6nt to a slation alll,e'lr
in this table, one or the series Is designated a, the uthe" h.

TABL~J 6.-Depth distribution of sardine eggs in 10 high
speed sampler series

2,741 39.9
1,541 22.4
1,350 10. fo
1,246 18, I

fo,878 100.0

Numhernf Percentage of total taken at ench le'"el
eggs taken I ~__~__~ _
(standnrd
haul total) 10 meters 20 meters 30 meters 40 meters

Se"ies taken adjn·
eent to st'ltion

numhered

Percent Perc.-nl Percent Perc",t
97.40n ,______ • _______ 2,41~ 52 27 19 2
97.40b ' .. ____________ 1,265 4i 3i 1U G
93.00. _______________ 845 I I i m
\I3.4Oa. ______________ fo76 33 III 37 14
87.60 ________________ 312 32 36 29 3
9O.60a ____ • __________ 224 45 0 55 0
83.iO ________________ 2011 i3 8 9 III
9i..'iO __ • ________ • ____ 193 56 18 4 22
93.4011 _______________ WI 27 0 411 33
90.f>Ol> _______________ 139 8 0 49 43

La,l'vae.-Sardine larvae, t,aken only in the
lower half of the a-rea surveyed, oeeurred mostly
on t.he lines cent.ering off San Diego. A somewhat
wider dist.ribut.ion \vas indicat.ed by eollections
t.aken with convent.ional gear t.han with high-speed
samplers. Sa-rdine la-rvae ,verI' taken at 12 sta-

The la.rgest, number of sardine.' eggs collected,
approximately 40 percent., were t.aken at. the 10
meter level. The lllunbers t,aken at, t,he 20-, 30-,
and '40-met.er levels were about equal. However,
the depth dist.ribut.ion of t,he eggs vnl'ie<l grent.Iy
from series t,o series. The dist,ribution het.ween
t.he snmplel's is shown, in 't.nble 6 for t.he ten
high-speed series in whieh most- of the snrdine
eggs were taken'.

10 . ._ .__ _ Ir.
20 • • __ 13'
30_ __ __ ____ __ 14
40 __ __ ___ 13

-·---1-----11---TotaL . ._. .

SARDINE CATCHES

As has been indicat.ed, t.he high-speed sampler
facilit.at.es the quantit.at.ive sampling of various
eggs and brvae. The spawning and survival of
t.he sardine in part.icular, in relation to oceano
graphic condit.ions, has been a major concern of
t.he California Cooperative Oeennie Fisheries
Investigat.ions and is being studied on an extensive
seale. The distribut.ion and abundance of t.he
eggs and larvae of the sardine, as well as those of
t.he nort.hern anchovy, jack mackerel, and lant.ern
fish, found during cruise 5005, will be compared
for the t.wo t.ypes of gear.

EY[l8.-A somewhat. more extensive dist,ribut.ion
of sardine eggs was obtained wit.h the high-speed
samplers t.han with convent.ional plankt.on net,s,
as shown in figure 8. Sardine eggs were t.aken at.
10 st.at.ions with conventional plankton gear.
They were present.. in one or both high-speed
sampler hauls taken adjacent.. t.o these st.ations
and, in addit.ion, at four ot.her stat.ions.

The abundance of sardine eggs to.ken in t.he high
speed samplers was 3}~ t.imes greater t.han in t.he
standard net hauls. Based on t.he high-speed
samples, t.he est.imat.ed nverage number of sardine
eggs spawned pel' day in this survey area was 642
billion eggs, as compnred t.o 180 billion based
on the stll-nda.rd net hnuls.

Of particular int.erest, is t,he sampling 'at. and
adjncent to st.at.ion 97.40. At this station no
sardine eggs were t.aken in t.he conventional net
haul, but large numbers were t.aken in the high
speed sampler series made on either side of it,.
There ean be litt.le doubt that t.he sampling of
sardine eggs wit.h high-speed samplers was much
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FIGURE S.-Distribution of sardine eggs based on hauls made with high-speed samplers and with I-meter net.
The legend reprt"sents numbers per standard haul.
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TADJ,E 7.-Ab·undance of sardine larvae, in billions, (census
estimates) summarized by size grO"l(7) for I-meter 1~et hauh
and high-speed sampler hauls

tions using conventional gear and adjacent to
only 9 stations using high-speed samplers. The
distributions obtained by both types of gear are
shown in figure 9.

Census estimates of all sizes of sardine larvae
in this area at the time of survey were similar for
both types of gear: 477 billion for conventional
gear as compared to 502 billion for the high-speed
samplers. A comparison of the size of larvae
taken by the two types of gear is shown in figure
10 and summarized in table 7. The smallest

group size (2.5-5.0 mm.) and the largest group
size (10.5 mm. and longer) were taken in slightly
greater numbers by conventional geal', while
larvae between 5.5 and 10.0 mm. long were taken
in greater abundance by high-speed samplers.

These findings al'C, in part" contrary to expecta
tion. It is known that the I-meter net does not
fully rctain the smallm' larvae, hence we would
expect larger numbers of ,these sizes to be taken
by the sampler. A possible explanation is that
the I-meter net hauls are influenced by local
clumping of small sardine larvae, while the ~ampler
catches are more representative of the mean
density of these sizes..

The series of high-speed sampler hauls can be
used to determine that depth within the 40-meter
stratum at which sardine larvae occurred in
greatest abundance. Numbers of larvae (stand
ard haul totals) taken at the four depths sampled
are tabulated in table 8. The largest nUJJlber of
larvae was taken at the 20-meter level. The con
centration was 1.5 times as great as at the 10
meter level and nearly four times as great as at
30- and 40-meter depths. Approximately four
fifths of the larvae 8.0 nun. and longer were taken
at the 20-meter level.

T ADJ,)] S.-Sardine larvae concentrations at fouT seier-led
de7)ths

Percent of
total

Numlklr of
lar\"uc Lakl!'n

(slllnda,'t1
haul lolals)

Dellth of S3JDpl~r (m~tel's)

10. . 274 211 8
20 • . . 422 45: 9
30 . 1t6 12.6
40_______________________________________________ 107 1t.7

Total. I---9-1-9-1---1-00.:....:..0

ANCHOVY CATCHES

Eggs.-Measuring only about 0.5 millimeters in
their narrowest dimensions, anchovy eggs are not,
fully retained by our standard nets. In fact, a test
conducted with a somewhat coarser mesh net than
that now in usc (No. 24xxx grit gauze with 0.9
mm. openings between threads when new, and
shrinking to approximately 0.7 mm. after use)
gave only about 1.5 percent as much retention as
No. 40xxx grit gauze with pores of 0.40 mm. The
net employed on cruise 5005 was constructed of
No. 30xxx grit gauze, with 0.7-millimeter mesh
openings when new, and approximately 0.55 mm.
openings after usc; this mesh retains only a small
percent.age of anchovy eggs. With the finer mesh
used in high-speed samplers (openings 0.24 mm.
across and 0.33 mm. on the diagonal) anchovy
eggs were completely retained.

A census estimate of the abundance of anchovy
eggs in the survey area gave 7,065 billion eggs,
based on high-speed sampler hauls. The estimate
based on net hauls was only 3.3 pel'cent as large.
Hence, the high-speed samplers proved effective in
sampling anchovy spawning, while the conven
tional gear now in usc is not effective for t.his
purpose.

The depth distribution (within the upper 40-m.
stratum) of anchovy eggs for hauls in which 100 or
more eggs were obtained (standard number) is

I given in table 9. In the three hauls containing the
largest number of eggs, the majority were taken
below 20 meters. A portion of the eggs must have
occurred below the levels fished by the high-speed
samplers.

Larvae.-Anchovy larvae wel'e taken at 10 sta
tions with conventional gear, and adjacent to 13
stations with high-speed gear. The distribution
obtained with the two types of equipment was
similar; anchovy larvae occurred in a coastwise
band about 125 miles wide.

High-speed I-meter Ru.tio, 8301-
saml)I.~r net hauls pler/n~t

hauls

366 394 0.93
101 53 I. 91
20 12 I. 67
15 III .1l3

500 477 -_ .. _----.--

2.5-5.0 ' .. _
5.5-7.5 --. - - - - _
1l.D-1O.0 . _
10.5 and larger__ . . _

TotaL . _. _

Si•.., of larvae (0101.)
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FIGURE 9.-Distribution of sardine larvae based on hauls made with high-speed samplers. and with I-meter net.
The Il'gend represents numbers per standard haul.
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FIGURE 1O.-Comparison of size composition of sardine huvae taken by high-speed sampler and I-meter net.

TABLl<~ 9.-Depth distribuHQn 01 anchovy eggs in 6 high
speed sampler series

Number of Percentage of total taken at each le\"el
Series taken adjacent eRIT.S taken
to station numbered (~Iandard

haul total) 10 meters 20 meters 30 meters 40 meters
---------

Percent Perrent Percent Perrent
93.50a'. __ . __________ 15.200 2.1 2.4 56.; 38.8
93.00b ,_____________ . 8,432 3.3 ' 2.5 8. ; 85.5
93.40 ... ___ •• ________ 1.0;6 3 3.3 3;.1 56. !i
93.30. __________ . ____ 201 60.7 39.3 0 0
90.37__ . _________ •___ 183 91. 8 0 8.2 0
97.50_ ... _____________ 113 8.8 37.2 35,4 18.6

I When both high-speed sampler series taken adjarent to a staUon appear
in this tahle, one of the series is designated a, the other b.

This reflects the larger numbers taken in individual
hauls: nearly 2,900 anchovy larvae (standard
numbet·) were ta.ken in one sel'ies of high-speed
sampler hauls, while the largest number taken in a
haul using conventional gear was 679. The size
distribution of anchovy larvae taken by the two
types of gear is shown in figure 11 and summarized
in table 10.

TABLE 1O.-Abllndance 01 anchol'Y larvae, in billions (cen~lIs

estimates), summarized by size group lor I-meter lIet
hauls and high-speed sampler hauls

3,960 925 __ . __

High·speed I·meter net Ratio,
s'lmpler hauls sampler/npt

hauls

Greater numbers of anchovy larvae were taken
with high-speed samplers than with conventional
gear. Census estiml'.tes of the number of anchovy
larvae of all sizes in the o.rea were more than three
times as lo.rge when bo.sed oil high-speed sampler
collections as when based on standard net hauls:
2,156 billion as compared to 625 billion larvae.

Size of !:IT\'ae (mm.)

2.0-5.0. . ' • . _
5.5-7.5._. _" .. . __ . _
~.O-lO.O ' . ._. __ ' .. ._
10.5-17.5_. ' .. . _' _

Tot:l1•• .• __ • _. .. _

3,6;4
155
102
29

715
95
!Ill
2.';

5.13
l.G3
1.13
1.16
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TABLE ll.-Depth distribution 0/ anchovy eggs and larvae a8
determined from high-8peed 8ampler hauls

10___________ • _. _________ • IMI 3.7 210 2.720_____________ •__________ 741 2.9 2,393 30.730___ . _________ • __________ 9,1l4Ji 39.0 1.82lI 23.340. _______________________ 13, 742 54.4 3,377 43.3
Total. _____________ 25,269 100.0 7,800 100.0

JACK-MACKEREL CATCHES

Eggs and lan'ae.-The eggs and larvae of the
jack mackerel were more widely distributed than
those of the sardine or anchovy, occurring through
out the area surveyed except near shore. The
center of abundance was between 125 and 250
miles offshore. The distribution determined
from high-speed samplers gives a more detailed

It is interesting to compare the numbers of
larvae of different sizes taken by the two types
of gear. More than five times as many of the
smaller larvae, 2.0-5.0 mm.long, were taken in the
high-speed sampler collections as in the net hauls.
For larvae 5.5-7.5 mm. long, the ratio decreased
to 1.63, and for larvae larger than 7.5 mm., the
ratio was only slightly greater than 1. The much
larger ratio of small larv""e taken in high-speed
sampler collections reflects, at least in part, the
more complete retention of these sizes by the
high-speed samplers. The Monel screen used
in;' the high-speed samplers had pore openings
of slightly less than one-fourth mm. wide, while
the openings between meshes of 30x.u grit gauze
used in .the nets were slightly larger than one-half
millimeter.

The largest concentrations of both anchovy
eggs and larvae were taken at the 40-meter level
in two adjacent hauls at station 93.50 representing
the depth distribution at a particular locality
under a specific set of conditions. In other studies
of the depth distribution of anchovy eggs and
larvae, eggs had not been taken in abundance as
deep as 40 meters. However, at these stations
there were probably many anchovy eggs and
larvae below the depths reached by the lower .
sampler. The average depth distributions of
anchovy eggs and larvae as determined from
high-speed sampler hauls are summarized in
table 11.

Jack-mackerel eggs Jack·mackerellarvae
Depth orsampler

(meter)
Standard Percent StBlldard Percent
haul totals or total haul totals or total

10. __ . _______ .. _. _________ 16, 580 42.5 3.471 20.220_. _. _____ •_______ •______ 9,060 2.1.2 6,227 36.230•.. _____ . ________ . ______ f1,1lOO 17.7 4,297 25.040.. _____________________ . 6. 510 16.7 3,205 18.6

Total.. __________ .. 39,050 100.1 17,2lIO 100.0

TABLE 12.-Depth di8tribution 0/ jack-mackerel egg8 and
larvae, ba8ed on high-speed 8ampler haul8

LANTERN FISH CATCHES

Larvae.-Larvae of the lantern fish Lampanyct"us
le'UCopsarus were taken throughout the survey area.
They were obtained in all but two of the hauls
made with conventional nets, and in 50 of the 59
series of hauls made with high-speed samplers.
The distribution and abundance based on hauls
made with high-speed samplers and with a I-meter
net is shown in figure 13.

Census estimates of the number of larvae of L.
le'UCopsarus in the area at the time of cruise 5005
was 1,313 billion, based on high-speed sampler
hauls, and 856 billion, based on I-meter net hauls.
Here again the difference may have been due to.
more complete retention of smaller larvae by the
high-speed samplers.

There was an increase in abundance with depth,
at least to the 40-meter level (table 13). Other
studies made by the senior author have shown 40
meters to be the usual depth of greatest concen
tration, and some Lampanyct'U8 le.'UCopsal''U8 larvae
have been .taken as deep as 100 meters. Hence,
we may assume that larvae occurred below the
level sampled by the high-speed nets.

picture than the distribution determined from
net hauls (fig. 12).

Census estimates of the number of jack-mackerel
larvae in the survey area at the time of the cruise
gave 6,600 billion when based on high-speed
sampler hauls, compared to 4,800 billion when
based on standard net hauls. The difference
may have resulted from better retention of
larvae (3.0 mm. and smaller) by the high-speed
sampler. Larv:ae more than 3.0 m.m. in length are
ret.ained fully by both types of sampling gear.

Information on depth distribution of jack
mackerel eggs and larvae as determined from
high-speed sampler series is summarized in table
12. Some material was probably below the nets
in these series.

Anchovy eggs Anchovy larvae

Standard Percent BtBlldard Percent
haul totals or total haul totals or total

Depth or sampler
(meters)
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FIGURE 12.-Distribution of jack-ma(,kerel larvae based Oil hauls lI1l\cle with high-speed samplers; and with l-met.er
net. The legend represents numbers per standard haul.
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FIGURE I3.-Distribution of larvae of the lantern fish (Lampa.nyc/l/s leucopsarlts) based on hauls made with
high-speed.samplers and with I-meter net. The legend is based on numbers per standard haul.
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TABLE l3.-Depth distribution of lantern fish larvae (Lam
panyctus IClicopsarlls), based on high-speed sampler hauls

Hygophmu reinhardti
La7upanyct.us lellcopsarus
Lampanyctus 7Ile:r;icanus
NotoLychnu8 vaLdiviae

GOllostomatidae:
lTinciquerria· lucetia

Bathylagidac:
Bathylagu8 wesethi
Lellrogl088u8 Iltilbills

EVALUATION

5.1
13.1
35.3
46. 6

100.1

Percent or
total

154
392

1.058
1,400

3,004

Numbsror
larvae taken

(standard
haul totals)

Depth or sampler (meter)

10. • •• ••• _. __ • • __ • _
20 •• __ • ._._. __ • • • _
30 • • . ._ .. _. __ • • _
40 ._ •. _. __• • _•••. _' .

1----1----
Total. _• • • . _. _. __

TABLE l4.-Depths at which- flsh were taken in high-speed
sampler hauls

To sample organisms adequately, such as the
larval stage of a fish, it is necessary to (1) delimit
the range both horizontally and vertically; (2)
obtain enough samples to estimate variation in
density and (3) employ an instrument capable of
quantitative measurement of water strained,
retention of desired sizes (no los.~ of organisms
through openings between meshl'S) , capture of
larger individuals in their relative proportion in
the population, and in sufficient numbers for
abundance and mortality estimates. The rela
tive merits of high-speed samplers and of standard
I-meter plankton nets in fulfiHing these require
ments are evaluated in the following discussion.

Ho·rizontal 7'ange.-Both types of gear seem to
.be equally effective in delimiting the horizontal
distribution of plankton organisms. This was
brought out in the discussion of the distribution
of various fish eggs and larvae, as well as in figures
and tables. These data are summarized in table
15. The high-speed sampler gave more informa
tion on the distribution of eggs, in the two species
cited, than did the I-meter net. The total
occurrences for both eggs and larvae, however, are
extremely close.

Vertical range.-High-speed samplers, used in a
series, automatically give information on the
distribution of organisms at the several depth
zones sampled by the gear. Results of the
previously discussed tests are summarized in
table 16. From this information, it is obvious
that the entire depth distribution of most species
was not encompassed during c.ruise 5005 by these
samplers. Hence, a somewhat deeper stratum
should be sampled. It might be possible to
sample as deeply as 60 meters using present
equipment, but to exceed this would require
changes in the depressing force and in the wire
used. However, for t,he sardine and many other
fish species, 60 meters probably would be deep
enough for adequate quantita.tive sampling. For

17.1
35.8
38.6
11.5

100.0

Percent or
total

30
63
68
15

176

Number or
fish taken
(standard

haul totals)

Depth or sampler (meter)

10 •. •. • __ • • _
21'- •• • •__ • •• __ • _
30. •. _. • . _
40. • . • • __ • _

1----1---
TotaL _. . _. ._._. __

The species of fish taken as juveniles or adults
in bot,h types of gear on cruise 5005 were as
follows:

Myctophidae :
Ceratoscopeills townsendi
Diaphus theta
Diogenichthys atlanticus

OTHER FISH CATCHES

Small pelagic fish are occasionally taken at night
in net hauls. Among those commonly caught are
a number of species of lantern fish and some deep
sea smelts. Only a small fraction of the fish in
the path of the net are caught, since most fish
could easily avoid capture by the slow-moving
standard gear. However, they have less chance
of getting out of the path of the high-speed gear.
This is clearly demonstrated by the fish taken
during cruise 5005. Based on comparable volumes
of water strained, approximately 30 times as many
fish were taken in high-speed sampler hauls as
with standard gear. This is a clear-cut, demon
stration of the greater efficiency of high-speed
samplers as compared to standard nets in captur
ing the more agile organisms.

All fish taken with both types of gear were ob
tained between 8: 00 p. m. and 4: 00 a. m. probably
as a result of the fish migrating upward for night
feeding in the levels being sampled by our gear.
The largest numbers were taken at 20 and 30
meters depth with high-speed samplers (table 14).
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TABLE 16.-A summary 01 the depth distribution of eggs and
larvae taken with high-speed samplers

some species, such as hake, t.his depth is not
adequate. 2

TABLE IS.-0ccurrences 01 fish eggs a·nd larvae in I-meter
net hauls at stations as compared to occurrences in high
speed sampler hauls taken adjacent to stations

sampler, lacking in tlH' spot- sampler, is an im
portant advantage and was the primary considera
t.ion prompt.ing the development of t.his type of
gear. The results obt.ained on cruise 5005 point.
up these advantages. Very large concentrations
of sardine eggs, for example, that were missed
entirely by sta.ndard net hauls were picked up bv
means of strip sampling. .

. Instrument 1'eq'l.tirement8.-The performance of
sampling gear can seriously limit the value of
plankton collections. FoID' aspects of gear
performance will be compared for the two types
of plaHkton samplers..

An adequate means of measuring the quantity
of water strained. in making a haul is an essential
requirement of an instrument used for quantita
tive sampling. The depth-flow mechanism of the
high-speed sampler automatically records both
water flow and depth; the Atlas current meter
used with I-meter nets gives a reliable record of
water flow.

The high-speed sampler was constructed of finer
meshed netting material than the I-meter net
now being employed on cruises of the California
Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries Investigations. We
did not have any serious clogging of the Monel
screen of the high-speed samplers (on one test
clogging retarded flow by about 10 percent afte:.
4 hours of continuous towing), yet retention of
smaller-sized fish eggs and larvae was much better
than with conventional gear. However, we are'
now experimenting with finer-meshed synthetic
netting in I-meter nets in order to increase re
tention without impairing the flow of water
through the nets.

Large plankton organisms are often agile
enough to dodge relatively slow-moving plankton
nets. The high-speed sampler was designed to
prevent dodging through its speed of operation
and mode of attachment to the towing wire.
The mouth opening of the sampler precedes the
towing wire, consequently no part of the gear
can act as a scare as do both the towing wire
and the bridle of our standard plankton gear.
Organisms capable of moving out of the path of a
conventional net being hauled at 1 to 1H knots
may have little chance of dodging the high-speed
sampler moving at 10 knots. The taking of ap
proximately 30 times as many small pelagic fishes
with high-speed gear as with conventional plank
ton nets (based on comparable volumes of water

I-meter High-speed
n~t sampler

10 14
12 9
4 7

10 13
34 28
39 37

109 108

Organism

Organism
Percentage at each level

Tota

10meters 20 meters 30 meters 40 meters
-----------

Sardine eggs_______________ 39.9 22.4 19.6 18.1 100.0Sardine larvae_____________ 29.8 45.9 12.6 11.7 100
Anchovyeggs _____________ 3.7 2.9 39 54.4 100Anchovy larvae___________ 2.7 30.7 23.3 43.3 100
J8('.k-mackerel eggs ________ 42.5 23.2 17.7 16. 7 100.1
Jack-mackerellan·ae. _____ 20.2 36.2 25 18.6 100
LampanllctlU hUCOJJlflTU'larvae___________________ 5.1 13.1 35.3 46. 6 100.1

Conventional gear definitely has the advantage
in this phase of sampling, since it is exceedingly
versatile in depth sampling. Nets can be lowered
to any desired depth, even to the deepest layers
of the ocean; conventional gear can also be used
in series to furnish data on depth distribution of
organisms. However, with nets as large as 1.0
meter in diameter, as were used on cruise 5005. 'such serIes have been taken to establish depth
distribution rather than for routine sampling.
Once the depth distribution of an organism has
been established, then oblique hauls can' be made
deep enough to encompass routinely this dis-
tribution. .
. Variation in density.-Obtaining enough samples

of organisms to determine the variation in density
wit.h range is important because organisms are
seldom found to be uniformly distributed. Usu
ally there is <1onsiderable variation in abundance
in various parts of ·their range. Because of these
variations, it is difficult to sample an organism
adequately with standard plankton gear. Strip
samples. covering miles at a time. are far more
representative of mean density;' such samples
automatically average-out much of the varia.tion
in abundance. This capability of the high-speed

• A newly designed depressor, given the model number 3x, permits oper
ation to 300 meters with ~"and W' towing cable (J. D. I.).

J~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LampanllctlU ',ucoplfll'Wllan'ae _

1----1.---TotaL . _
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strained) accents the effeet,iveness of high-speed
samplers in this field.

A limitation of high-speed samplers for cel·tain
purposes results f!"Om t,he rather small quantity
of plankton collected. A grollp of 4 samplers
hauled for 10 miles would collectively strain
only about 40 cubic. meters of watm'. This is
less than one-tenth the quantity of water strn.ined
during a routine I-meter net haul. The smaller
quantity is adequate for measuring mean density
of many plankton organisms, including fish eggs,
but, not for obtaining suffic.ient numbers of larvae,
particularly of oldel' stages, for mortalit,y
estimates.

The cost of construct,ing the Isaacs high-speed
sampler may place a limitation on its widespread
use. As one way of reducing the cost of equip
ment, it is practicable. to use only one instrullHlBt
with a depth-flow meter in a string of 4 or 5 sam-

pIers towed simultaneously. On cruise 5005, the
three upper high-speed samplers were equipped
with plankton filters of the same mesh size. Due
to the time required for attaching and ret,rieving
the samplers, the upper sampler was hauled only
83.6 percent as long, on the average, as the sam
pler at 30 meters, while the sitmpler Itt 20 meters
was hauled 94.1 percent as long. A comparison
of the volumes of water strained by the three
samplers showed that, the upper one st,rained on
the average 83.2 percent as much as the sampler
at 30 meters, 8,nd the 20-meter sampler st,rained
93.5 percent as much. We conclude. from these
comparisons that It fairly accurate est,imate of
volume of water strained by either of the upper
samplers could have been obtained by lIsing the
volume of water strained by the net at 30 meters,
adjusted for difference in time of hauling.



APPENDIX I: OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Prepal"rng film.-Film used in the high-speed
sampler is 35 mm. perforated clear No. 3 Safet~r

Leader film. The film which is obtained in bulk
must be cut into appropriate lengths (approxi
mately 2}6 ft.). To prepare the film for use, roll
on a slotted brass rod (%" in diameter) just tight
enough that the roll will come off the rod without
difficulty. Wrap with a rubber band, applying
sufficient tension to prevent unrolling, but not
enough for tension lines to bake into the film.
After the film is properly banded, remove from
the rod.

The film is baked in order to set it in a tight roll,
which assures that the film will automatically
rewind during use. I t should be baked for 4 hours
at a temperat.ure of 2200 F. in a thermost.at.ically
controlled oven.

After baking, the film is cooled t.o room tem
perature, and then rerolled. This is done so that
the point. of maximum tension will be on the out
side of the roll, ensuring that the film will rewind
on itself when in use.

Ha:ndlin{l of sa,mplers.-We have found from
experience that careful inst.ructions for assembling
the· samplers, and attaching and removing them
from the towing cable may prevent costly repairs
or even loss of the equipment.

Assembl-intl.-Load the sampler with film st,art
ing the film around the film sprocket and marking
the 'zero trace. Attach the straining section of
the plankton filter to the cod-end cup. Attach
the metering unit and t.ighten the stylus screw.
Insert complete unit in the outer casing and
secure.

Placing samplers on to'wing cable.-Attach and
lower the depressor (illustrated in fig. 14) into thl!

water with ship at half' speed. Place the ball
clamp on the towing cable nnd tighten (fig. 15).
RehlOve the nose ring from the snmpler and push
the' slott,ed nose over the wire, above or below
the cable damp. Pull the cable ~lamp into the
cable-clnmp seat and replace the nose ring. Lower
the sampler the desired amount, and nttach (fig.
16) the second sampler in t,he same maniler, and
so on.

Remol~ing samplers from to'wing cable.-The pro
cedure for removing samplers from the towing
c.able is just the reverse of the .preceding deserip
tion. When samplers break water, they 'assume
the mouth-up vertical position' of pre-lowering,

. thus preventing loss of a·ny part, of the sample.
Disassembling.-Remove outer casing while

keeping sampler upright to prevent, loss of sample.
Play a jet of salt water along the outside of .·the
plankton filter to dislodge any adhering plankton.
Detach the straining section of the filter and con
centrate sample further by pat.t.ing salt wat,er on.
the outside of the mesh of the cod-end cup. Pour
sample into a suitable container, label. and add
preservative. Detach the metering unit. Remove
film by slicing down through the film with a knife
blade, and lnbel (fig. 17). Wash plankton filt,er
and metering unit with fresh water. Reload film,
and reassemble sampler.

At no time during assembling or disassembling
should force be used on the high-speed sampler.
Gentle tapping or rocking motions will dislodge
any stubborn sections without dnmaging the in
strument. Should any sect,ion consist.ently stick,
silicone stopcock grease can be used to overcome
the tendency.

APPENDIX II: CALIBRATION

The method of standardizing h,auls would re
quire a lengthy explanation and hence would be
out of place in this paper which is concerned with
performance and not the technical nspects of
quantitative sampling. The method of standnrd
izing regulnr plankton ·hauls is discussed by Ahl-

strom (1948). and a modificat,ion of this met.hod was
used in standardizing the high-speed sampler hauls.

The following procedures were used for obtain
ing dept.h flow calibrat.ions:

Depth caUbration.-The depth calibrat.ion was
done at, sea during calm weat,her.. Instead of a

20i
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--------------------------
A.

c.
FIGURE H.-Three views of depressor.

depressor, an ordinary 100-lb. weight was attac.hed
to the end of the towing cable. The sampler being
c.alibrated for depth was attached about 10 meters
above the weight. It was properly loaded with
film and lowered to the water surface, at which
time the meter wheel of the winc.h was set at zero.
The sampler was then successively lowered to a
number of depths. After each lowering the meter
ing unit was removed, the depth scratched above
the trac.e on the film, the sprocket turned about
one-half a revolution, and the unit reassembled
for the next lowering. Two kinds of pressure ele
ments have been used, one type effective to ap
proximately 55 meters, the other to approximately
137 meters. For the shallower element, lowerings
were made to 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 meters,
respectively. For the deeper element, lowerings
were made to 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 100,
120, 130, and 140 meters. At the completion of a
calibration the traces were measured and graphed

against depth as determined by wire out, and a
line was fitted to the points. Typical depth cali
bration graphs for the two types of pressure ele
ments are shown in figure 18.

Flmv calib1'ation.-Flow calibration presented
more of a problem. Several methods were tried
before a satisfactory olle was found. The most
diffic.ult problenl was to find a suitable method for
measuring the volume of water that passed through
the sampler during the test,s. Several preliminary
methods did not ac.hieve a desirable degree of
either accuracy or consistency (repeatability) of
results. These induded rough and ready methods
of either weighing or collecting and measuring the
water passing through the sampler. Finally, a
water meter was installed in front of the sampler
in the ealibration system. By this means it was
possible to measure acc.urately the q-q,antity and
rate of flow of water passing through the sampler
during each trial.
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HIGH-SPEED ·SAMPLER

FIGURE 15.-Fastening ball clamp to towing cable.
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FIGURE 16.-Fashming sampler to towing cable.

NOTE:-The lllI.mplers alter attachment to the towing cahle, hang vcrtimlly with the mouth up. When lowered Into the water, they orient themselves
and assume a horizontal fishing position.
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FIGURE 17.-Removal of film from sampler.
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FIGURE 'l8.-Typical dept.h-calibrat.ion curv!'s for t.he two types of pressure elements lIsed.

The ealibrat,ion t.est.s were conduetpd in a pool.
There are four important elelneIlts in the cnlibl'a
tion system: (1) Housing for attaching essential
pOI,tion of high-speed sampler to the ealibrat,ion
system; (2) metering device (a calibrated witter
meter) meltsuring flow; (:3) wat.er source; and (4)
flow rate valve (for cont.rolling volume of water
entering syst,em per unit. of t.ime).

HO'!t8ing.-Inasmuch as the casings used with
high-speed samplers at sea could not be employed
convpniently during calibration t.ests, a cylindrieal
casing was substituted (fig. 19). It. had a bonnet
at its forward end for convenient attachment, to
a water meter.

lfater metcr.--The water me-t,er employed ]hld
openings of 1% inches diamet,er (3.8 em.) at at.t.adl
ment points. It. was ealibrated, before use, bv
the Engineering Department of t,he Sa.n Dieg~
Municipal Water Company (fig. 19).

lFa.ter 8uurcc.--The water source was It sub
mersible pump that drew wat,er from thp pool in

whieh the calibration tests were made. A 1%
inch hose connected t,he pump to the calibration
set,up. The submersible pump used with this
C?peration gave an even, steady flow of water
through the ca.librat,ion tube.

Fah'f.-A manually operated valve was used to
control the rate of flow of water entering the
systt'm. In calibrating t,he flow-meter, it, WitS
desirable to obtain rates of flow that would bracket
those obtained when in use at sea. The flow
meter being calibra,t,ed is shown in figure 20.

Because the flow-meter is directly gea.red t.o a
sprocket Over which is led the dear acet.at.e film,
when the flow-met.er is a.ct.uated by water passing
t.hrough t.he sampler, a t,race is obtained on t.he
film. The length of t.he traee is determined by
t.wo factors, the volume of water and rate of flow.
In calibrat.ing the flow unit., identieal volumes of
\vat.er were used on all tria.ls, but. t.he rat.e of
flow was varied. A range of flow rates from 3.1
t.o 10.0 eubie feet per minut.e (0.088 t.o 0.283
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FIGURE 19.-Disassembled flow calibration units.

FIGURE 20.-:'Flow calibration setup in pool.

o
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FWURE 21.-A typical flow calibration.
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TABLE 17.-Typical flow calibration using a constant volume
of water (.~O ft. 3 or 1.133 m.3) and various rates of flow

Note on .flow calibl'ation.-The following con
siderations were helpful in choosing the range of
3.1 to 10.0 cubic feet per minute:

m.3/min.) was used. (The water meter used in
the calibration tests recorded in ft. 3

). The data
obtained during calibration tests of one of the
flow-meters are given in table 17 and graphically
illustrated in figure 21.

Time In llCconds

255 ., _
297 ••
313 •• •
315 .. •
340. ••
356 •• _• •
386_. _
395__ ._. _
409. •• ••
430. __ • _
456 • _
475•••• .• _. • •
496. _•• ••. _
503•• _•• _. • _
555. •• _
638•• • _.• _. _
643•••• ••• _
780•• _. ._. _

Length of Millimeters Cubic meters
trace (mm.) trace per per milli·

seconds meter traoo

85.1 0.334 0.0133
86.0 .29lI .0132
84.9 .271 .0133
82.5 .262 .0137
83.2 .245 .0136
84.1 .236 .0135
86.7 .225 .0131
83.2 .210 .0136
82.4 .202 .0137
84.9 .197 .0133
81.7 .179 .0139
83.1 .175 .0136
82.5 .166 .0137
80.0 .159 .0142
80.0 .144 .0142
79.1 .124 .0143
73. 5 .114 .0154
76.0 .007 .0149

The normal cruising speed of the survey vessels
was 10 knots; hence the vessel would. covel' 1
nautical mile in 6 minutes. Assuming that the
high-speed samples strained while being towed
1 nautical mile, a cylinder of wate.!' 1 mile long
by 2.54 centimeters in diameter (diameter at
mouth opening), it would strain 0.94 cubic meters
of water or 0.157 cubic meters per minute. (This
is equivalent to 5.5 It.s/min.). .

Inasmuch as the collector has a I-inch or
2.54-centimeter opening at th('. inlet and a 3-inc.h
or 7.62-centimeter opening at the outlet, it was
anticipated (and preliminary tests had confirmed)
that. the sampl('l' would strain a somewhat greater
quantit.y of watflr than the above-calculated
cylinder.

However, it was also anticipated that there
would be considerable variation in the volume of
water strained from haul to haul, due to varying
degrees of clogging of the fine--meshed net.

The flow rates at sea, measll'ed by length of
film trace per second of hauling, fell within the
anticipated range of flow rates used in calibration.
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